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We've let this got too far
If your gonna wear that mask and hide behind it
If your gonna fake the feeling
It's time to start to show the side of you they need to
see
You left your past behind along with all your dignity

We are the face of change
So you wont forget our name
We're calling you out

This ain't your revolution
Your time is far past over
This is our resolution
Were slowly taking over
Now your drowning in the river you were baptized in

There starting to catch on
Your contradicting your own anthems
All the lines that you been stealing
Make you just a local product
You'll be the one they all forgot of
Better think of a new gimmick
Cause no ones buying it

We are the face of change
So you wont forget our name
We're calling you out

This ain't your revolution
Your time is far past over
This is our resolution
Were slowly taking over
Now your drowning in the river you were baptized in

We are the face of change
So you wont forget our names

If you stand for nothing then you'll fall for anything
If you stand for nothing then you'll fall for anything

This ain't your revolution
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Your time is far past over
This is our resolution
Were slowly taking over
Now your drowning in the river you were baptized in

If you stand for nothing then you'll fall for anything (we
are the face of change)
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